
ONO LEAN
LOGISTICS

THE MISSING PIECE TO COMPLETE THE 
REALIZATION OFLEAN PRODUCTION 4.0



ONO Lean Logistics system can be directly integrated into the feeding processes of production or assembly lines with
human operators or flexible cells of production. It permits to create robotic cells with infinite task capacity that needs
to be produced, to dialogue and cooperate with external handling goods systems (AGV); it’s also integrated to
e-kanban systems, to bring the goods to different production levels. The innovation consists of the integration
between logistics and production, making the complete system automation possible.

THE MISSING PIECE TO COMPLETE THE REALIZATION OF LEAN 
PRODUCTION 4.0

The 4.0 solution for apparel and textile industries

ONO LEAN
THE MISSING PIECE TO COMPLETE THE REALIZATION OF LEAN PRODUCTION 4.0

Automatic, expandable and native industry 4.0: ONO Lean Logistics represent a truly revolutionary solution in the field 
of warehouse logistics for apparel and textile industries.

ONO LEAN AUTOMATIC WAREHOUSES

Two Racks of ONO Lean Logistics in our plant 6 9

LOGISTICS
INDUSTRY 4.0 BORN FOR THE FUTURE
ONO Lean Logistics Racks are entirely programmable, customizable and born for the Factory 4.0. We 
can connect our automatic storage system to any management or customer ERP software to have  
real-time inventory. For example, we can track goods handling, finished products, daily production  
operations, availability of the pieces, consumables and available finished products. Moreover, the  
possibility to connect to every corporate ERP also allows excellent integrations with e-commerce  
platforms, where the management of purchase orders can be directly converted into ONO logistics  
picking lists: one step solution. From purchase to production dept, from maintenance to logistic dept, the 
customer will enjoy running the production without delay, keeping everything under control.

GOODS PROTECTION AND TRACKED ACCESS
ONO Lean Logistics Racks protect the stored goods from dust, damages, thefts and not authorized  
accesses just like a safe. The access for picking the goods is entirely tracked and controlled through a 
standard login and password or more sophisticated devices such as magnetic badge readers, RFID  
readers or EKS readers. These are strictly personal devices that can be limited to a defined number of 
operators and that speed up, track and bring the access’s protection to a higher level.

TIME AND MONEY SAVING
Traditional storage systems take more time, as users need to walk long distances. “Goods to man” is the
motto of ONO Lean Logistics instead of “Man to goods.” By eliminating manual transfers, the result is a
substantial time saving that is directly linked to a significant cut of production costs as well as a reduc-
tion of possible mistakes and goods damages. The goal is to minimize no value-added costs in order to 
achieve the best logistics and production chain efficiency.

UP TO 85% SPACE SAVING
Conventional storage methods require a lot of space on the ground. Thanks to their compact design and 
by utilizing all the available room height, ONO Lean Logistics’ Racks allow maximum storage capacity by 
saving up to 85% of the floor space, even more than a traditional vertical warehouse, stand alone.

GO GREEN! SUSTAINABILITY AND URBAN FACTORY TRENDS
ONO Lean Logistic storage system is the unique revolution in the Apparel & Textile industries for the complete cut of
“no value-added operations” of logistic, picking, storage and so on.
A drastic reduction of needed space that is going to be reutilized for production means more production from the 
same fixed costs of already existing facilities! Not only more production by faster circular knitwear machinery or 
faster cutting fabric equipment or sewing machines, think on a larger scale: more efficiency for square meters (m2) 
or square feet (f2) of your company! 
Full control of inventory, full connectivity for real Factory 4.0, born for the future. Save the planet, go green! Optimize 
the spaces of your existing factories, adopt eco-friendly solutions and in this way, you’ll keep customers happy and 
save lands!
Furthermore, the rise of a reborn necessity to produce on site with Just-in-time and Lean Production is an  
increasing reality.  The goal is to avoid overproduction which would necessarily lead to unsold products that, if not 
properly recycled, would drastically contribute to environmental pollution.
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BOX SIZES

Width: 400mm/1.31ft
Lenght: 600mm/1.96ft
Height: 100mm/0.32ft

STANDARD 
SHELVES 

SIZE

Width: 1500mm/4.92ft
Lenght: 800mm/2.62ft
Height: 1900mm/6.23ft
No. of layers: 3
Layers’ Height: 800mm/2.62ft
No. of shelves: 31

SHELVES Total boxes stored: 368pcs 
Occupied area: 61,2m2/658,7ft2

STANDARD ONO RACK

Height: 6100mm/20ft
Width x Lenght: 3000mm x 3000mm  

(9,84ft x 9x84ft) with one front bay.

Total boxes stored: 368pcs
Occupied area: 9m2/96,8ft2

85% SPACE SAVED!

HIGHER PRODUCTIVITY

ONO THE SPACE MAKER
In order to manufacture a product, for example jeans, different elements and accessories are necessary. Threads, 
main material, sewing machines, needles, labels, zips, buttons, etc. are all located in different places of the  
warehouse which means that the operator needs to walk long distances to pick them up and bring them to the  
production line. With ONO Lean Logistics you save SPACE and TIME which directly means saving MONEY too. From 
more warehouses inside one factory (fabric, trim, spare parts, documents, sewing threads, sewing machines  
warehouse, etc.), to ONO: the all-in-one solution that sums up everything in just 9 square meters.

NO MORE CONSTRAINTS ON DIMENSIONAL GROWTH OF THE 
AUTOMATED WAREHOUSE
In order to manufacture a product, for example jeans, different elements and accessories are necessary. Threads, 
main material, sewing machines, needles, labels, zips, buttons, etc. are all located in different places of the  
warehouse which means that the operator needs to walk long distances to pick them up and bring them to the  
production line. With ONO Lean Logistics you save SPACE and TIME which directly means saving MONEY too. From 
more warehouses inside one factory (fabric, trim, spare parts, documents, sewing threads, sewing machines  
warehouse, etc.), to ONO: the all-in-one solution that sums up everything in just 9 square meters.

Thanks to our international patent, each adjaceant ONO Rack that is part of the system is supplied with one lifter and 
one drawer side shifter, allowing faster picking of the material by more than one operator at the same time using 
different bays.

FROM SIMPLE VERTICAL AUTOMATED WAREHOUSE TO ACTUAL 
SMART OMNIDIRECTIONAL ONO RACK SYSTEMS
ONO Lean Logistics is based on a patent of automatic omnidirectional handling of drawers that are able to dialogue
independently with a system of “Increased Intelligence” that makes the simultaneous movements of loading
autonomous. The inner handling and the unloading of products from the rack can happen without the operator  
looking for codes or product location and without excessive wait by other users. Every ONO Rack of the system is
mechanically/logistically independent, yet part of a coordinated working team.

DRAWERS
Maximum Drawer Loads 500 Kg

Drawer Internal Size 2477x810 mm (8,12x2,65 ft)

Drawer Internal Height 50 mm (0,16 ft)

Max Load Height 800 mm (2,62 ft)

Minimum gap of space 
between drawers

50 mm (0,16 ft) 
(nominal)

Vertical Speed 2,0 meter/second 

Drawer Storage Speed 0,8 meter/second

STORAGE SYSTEM
Maximum Load for each 
ONO Rack

40 T (20 + 20)

Width 3000 mm (9,84 ft)

Lenght 3000 mm (9,84 ft) 

Standard Height 6000 mm (20 ft)

Minimum Height 4000 mm (13,12 ft)

Maximum Height 12000 mm (39,37 ft)

Height step 1000 mm (3,28 ft)

Power Supply 3ph+N 400V AC 20A

Numbers of Bays Up to 4

Type of Bays Internal (Single, Dual or Triple 
Level), External, Side Bays

Operator Interface 24" Industrial Touch Panel 

MAX SPEED

STANDARD
ONO RACK
SIZE
3000 mm Width 
3000 mm Lenght 
6000 mm Height
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OUR ACCESSORIES
• LASER POINTER - PICK TO LASER - PUT TO LASER - The device used to guide the operator during picking and 
deposit operations, showing the precise position of the material

• COUNTING SCALE - Perfect device to pick up and deposit large quantities of small components and that is able to
count the number of objects that are placed on the plate

• LABELS PRINTER - The device used to print sticky customized labels that contain information of the stored
material

• BARCODE READER - Useful device to facilitate and speed up picking and deposit operations of material with a
complex or hardly distinguishable code. Ideal tool to improve the picking accuracy, giving access to the correct
material

• REMOTABLE HMI TABLET - Portable device for the rack management supplied with the computer for graphic  
management too. It is not necessary to have one HMI for each bay. Each HMI can control more bays

• TELESCOPIC BAY - It’s a fixed external bay that allows the operator to fully and manually extract the drawer that
previously arrived in the bay to facilitate the handling of heavy and bulky material

• TROLLEY FOR DRAWERS HANDLING - The trolley equipped with wheels that allows the complete extraction of a
drawer from the inside of the automated system in order to easily move it anywhere else in the warehouse

• EXTERNAL BAY LIGHTING - Possibility to apply a LED light 
on the bay to always guarantee good lighting even when
the lighting conditions are not optimal

• ROBOT INTERFACE KIT - The device that allows the inter-
face between ONO and anthropomorphic robots in charge
of picking and deposit operations

• MULTIFUNCTION BUTTON - Multifunction button for the 
management of drawers, picking lists and to confirm
picking and deposit operations

• SET OF DIVIDERS FOR EACH DRAWER, DIMENSIONS OF 
THE SPACES TO BE DEFINED - Price per set

• EXTERNAL BAY LIGHTING - Possibility to apply a LED light 
on the bay to always guarantee good lighting even when
the lighting conditions are not optimal

• ROBOT INTERFACE KIT - The device that allows the  
interface between ONO and anthropomorphic robots in charge
of picking and deposit operations

• MULTIFUNCTION BUTTON - Multifunction button for the 
management of drawers, picking lists and to confirm
picking and deposit operations

• SET OF DIVIDERS FOR EACH DRAWER, DIMENSIONS OF 
THE SPACES TO BE DEFINED - Price per set

• CARDBOARD BOX 200x200x120 TRAY (M SIZE); 
400x300x120 TRAY (L SIZE); 600x400x120 TRAY (XL SIZE) - 
The boxes are available in various formats, the ideal accesso-
ry to obtain different configurations inside the drawer

• SELF-BUILDING CARDBOARD BOX 50-50-80 SIZE (XS 
SIZE); 200-100-80 SIZE (S SIZE) - The boxes are available in
various formats, the ideal accessory to obtain different config-
urations inside the drawer

• INTERFACING WITH CORPORATE ERP - The communication 
interface, bidirectional and customizable on any
corporate software (for example, MES, ERP, and WMS) to fully 
manage the automated omnidirectional warehouse

• PLUG IN FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF THE MATERIAL STORED OUTSIDE THE WAREHOUSE - The device used to 
manage the material stored outside the vertical automated warehouse

• MAGNETIC BADGE READER - The device used for the safe and straightforward management of the user’s  
authentication and traceability through badge readers

• EKS READER - It is an electronic key reader to track access

• RFID READER - This device, unlike the magnetic badge reader, performs the authentication wirelessly and  
contactless

FAQ ANSWERS TO FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
• What is ONO Lean Logistics?  
It is the perfect solution to store everything you want just in one place, an incredible space saving which means  
money saving at the same time; it’s ideal for organizing and running your production most efficiently, you can have 
constant real-time inventory and the handling of the goods is safer and faster. This is just a taste, read more to know 
all the pros.
• Which are the dimensions?  
Everything in just 3x3 mt2 (length x width) and height from 4 to 12 mt, extremely flexible and compact
• Is it possible to add up new ONO Racks if needed?  
Yes, it is. At any time and in the configuration that you want! ONO is entirely scalable and it’s built based on your  
specific needs.
• What can be stored by ONO?  
Everything, as long as the maximum load and height for each drawer will be respected
• Which are the maximum load and the maximum height for each drawer?  
500 kg is the max load and 800 mm is the max load height for each drawer
• Is it possible to store different materials in the same drawer?  
Yes, it is. Each drawer can contain everything you want, for example, threads, needles, spare parts, tags, packaging 
accessories, hangers, fabric cut parts, etc.
• How can I organize the space of each drawer?  
ONO is supplied on demand with different drawers’ accessories, for example, sets of dividers and cardboard  
boxes that will help you to simplify the storage of the material in a safe and organized way and maximizing all  
available space of each drawer. Easy and efficient, safe goods and space saving
• Is it possible to stack more products and/or boxes one above the other?  
Yes. What is essential is to place goods respecting the maximum allowed drawer’s height in order to achieve safe 
storage.
• Is it possible to place the same material on different drawers?  
Yes, it is. The system will automatically bring one or more drawers, depending on the required quantity
• Can two or more operators have access to the system at the same time?  
Yes, they can. Thanks to our international patent each adjacent ONO Rack is supplied with one lifter and one drawer 
side shifter, allowing faster picking of the material by more than one operator at the same time using different bays
• Is it possible to have more than one front dual level bay?  
Each ONO Rack can have a maximum of four bays, for example, two side bays and two internal or external bays for 
each facade. Thanks to the bays, the elevator and the drawer side shifter, more operators can quickly access the 
system simultaneously! The bay is where the operator needs it and not vice-versa, which leads to a “Goods to man” 
picking system instead of a “Man to goods” one
• Is it possible to have an upper and a lower bay?  
Yes. As explained in the previous answer, it is possible to have an upper and lower bay. Indeed, ONO can also be con-
sidered a LIFTER 4.0, usable on different building floors
• What is the function of dual level picking bays?  
Picking operations are now faster and more efficient thanks to dual level picking bay system, which allows preparing 
the next needed drawer already while working on the drawer that is present on the bay at that moment
• What if the goods have different heights?  
No problems at all, the system automatically detects and decides where to place the goods depending on their 
heights, to optimize the empty spaces and not to waste any available centimetre. The heights between one drawer and 
the other aren’t fixed but flexibles
• What happens in case of overload?  
No worries, our motors always weigh the drawer before moving it and, if the drawer is overloaded, the drawer will be 
repositioned on the unloading bay and the system will notify and explain the error. The same will happen if the  
material exceeds the drawer’s edges or the maximum height
• How can I load and unload heavy and bulky goods?  
Another benefit of our international patent is the side bay that allows to extract one drawer completely and, in this 
way, heavy and bulky material can be handled with ease with the help of forklifts, cranes or other equipment as AGV 
robots.
• Is it possible to connect and control the system with portable devices?  
Yes, it is. You can easily connect to the system with your mobile, laptop, computer, tablet, etc. The same can be done 
in remote by our specialized technicians in case you need any assistance
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• How does the After-Sales Service work?  
Our team of specialized technicians will guarantee support local support service wherever in the world, running full 
diagnostic checks in remote in order to individuate and solve the problem immediately. Software updates can be done 
in remote as well
• Where can I find spare parts?  
Ensuring fast access to any spare parts has always been one of our business pillars. That’s why we set up a  
partnership with Mitsubishi Electric Japan, allowing our customers to quickly and easily find any item and spare parts 
in all markets, everywhere in the world
• Does the system connect with ERP software?  
Yes. The system connects to any management software, providing a
real-time interface that can communicate everything that happens in the automated rack. For example, picking and 
deposit operations, drawer’s call, user’s login, etc. which ensure constant control of any activity. Furthermore, thanks 
to our partnership with Mitsubishi Electric Japan, our system is also equipped with CC-LINK in optical fiber, the  
backbone network that provides assured control of each field network and total openness to automation and robotics
• If I purchase more than one ONO Rack, how many software shall I buy?  
If your ONO Racks are located all inside the same plant, you’ll only need to buy one software and control an endless 
number of racks. If your ONO Racks are located in different plants, you’ll need to buy one extra software for each 
plant
• How to speed up picking operations?  
ONO Lean Logistic offers a wide range of accessories to guide and facilitate
the operator’s work. The laser pointer, for example, will indicate with maximum precision and ease where to
allocate or pick up the material. Moreover, the use of barcode readers will significantly help the operator to
quickly select the material that has complex or hardly distinguishable codes. It is a useful device to access the
correct material in a fast and precise way. Check out all the other available accessories described in the brochure
that have been studied to satisfy every need!
• Are the goods inside ONO safe?  
Absolutely! They are protected from dust, damages, etc and unauthorized
accesses as well. The access is entirely tracked and controlled through a standard login and password or more
sophisticated devices such as magnetic badge readers, RFID readers or EKS readers. These are strictly personal
devices that speed up, track and protect the access
• How is the Display Interface?  
Our display is user-friendly, wider and full touch (24 inches industrial touch monitor), customizable in the menu for 
specific operators
• Is it possible to name an item by code?  
Yes, it is. You can name each item that you store in the rack in the way you like it
• Is an already existing database of items transferable on the system?  
Yes. You can import any item’s database; the transfer of pre-existing data is therefore possible
• What is KanbanBOX?  
KanbanBOX is the web software that enables the management of materials with electronic kanban (e-kanban). With 
KanbanBOX you can size the kanban, print paper tags and manage them as electronic kanban, to make the flow of 
materials inside the plant even leaner and waste-free
• What is the power supply system?  
The standard power supply is three-phase (3ph+N 400V AC 20A). Single-phase (220V) supply is available on demand. 
ONO Lean Logistics doesn’t need compressed air
• How much time does the installation require?  
Our system has been designed to be assembled in less than one week

ASK OUR TEAM OF EXPERTS IN LEAN IMPLEMENTATION 
If you have any other questions that we haven’t been able to answer, we would love to hear from you!

TECHNICAL PARTNERS

THIS IS

BEGINNING
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...AND IT’S JUST THE

GARMENT PRODUCTION
KNOW-HOW

FULL MACHINERY
RANGE

BOOST YOUR
PRODUCTIVITY

TURNKEY
SOLUTIONS

LONG RUN
CONFIDENCE

WHEREVER
 WITH  OUR  NETWORK

FACTORY 4.0
AUTOMATION

WIN-WIN
COOPERATION

DEVELOPMENT
GOES ON

DROP RUNNING 
COSTS

SIP-ITALY ONE STEP SOLUTION


